Lawless US Military(who has been making USA the Worst in the World!!).
“I will support and defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign
and domestic, that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same......the officers oath”
In now world,unprecedented monstrous deception has been ruling on !!!.,It’s not military or
terror disputes(those are all false flag indicating coming total nuclear WWⅢ),but climate
collapse that would really cause extermination hell world(genuine WWⅢ).This is not only
our ignorance,but substantially hidden awful intention by the actual eugenicist.2017/8/20

[１]:German American and Japan are Enemy of the International Society ?!!!.
⑴Germany & Japan(the ally in WWⅡ) are still in enemy nation article of UN Charter.
Article 53
http://www.un.org/en/sections/un-charter/chapter-viii/index.html

2:The term enemy state as used in paragraph 1 of this Article applies to any state which
during the Second World War has been an enemy of any signatory of the present Charter.
⑵Lawless Ruling by NAZIS reincarnated in USA(the warmonger).
The most race in US is German American and deeply connected with NAZIS.
Note the US Emperor Rockefeller is German American who once supported NAZIS
establishment in 1920s.After the war,they imported NAZIS person with war technology,
which turned to establish CIA-military industry complex reincarnated NAZIS in USA.
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
CIA had succeeded in ruling South America and Europe by operation Condor & Gradio.
Now everyone had known USA and the world has been being ruled by their lawless.
The evidences of lawless shall be mentioned in the later.
⑶Japan-US Joint Committee=JUC(the hidden,but substantial ruler on hijacked Japan).
Japan has still been being military occupied nation since the war.US military officers with
their obedient sub Japanese bureaucrats has substantially,brutally been ruling the nation.
http://www.japan-press.co.jp/modules/news/index.php?id=9663
Also author could prove Japan police and judicature has been being ruled by JUC.
Because almost his life since retiring US corporate(1975) has been outrageous
lawless.Those details shall be mentioned in the later.
⑷Japan was and is the most sub nation of US in finance,goods,and military since 1945.
It is terrible shame to tell both Japan and USA are enemy against the world.Both
German & Japanese have unremarkable ally relation as WWⅡ defeated nations.

⑸Well made bilateral strategy of being good and bad in USA.
American themselves had it well known that USA is terribly bad against both domestic
and the world.Then many American journalism has been accusing those.However the
actuality will not be changed.Why not ??.It is due to the being deep state(JUC in USA)
Maybe also they has been being ruled by lawless military-police-bureaucrat fascism.
Then non American author could not help,but describe the fact.
[２]:The Evidences of Lawless by CIA-US Military.
⑴The 9/11 Truth.
Architects and Engineers for 9/11 Truth,
Pilots for 9/11 Truth,
Firefighters for 9/11 Truth,
Veterans for 9/11 Truth,
Medical Professionals for 9/11 Truth,
Lawyers for 9/11 Truth,
Military Officers for 9/11 Truth
In 1989,USSR declared own resolution for clearing the cold war regime with USA.Then US
military industry business(the warmonger) encountered terrible own decline due to losing
enemy.Thereby,they plotted 9/11 toward making new enemy of Muslim nations in Middle
East.The secret troop set remote controlling special bomb and remote controlled air plane
for attacking the tower.They had made Muslim criminal and war against Muslim nations
since then.This is insane their fundamental strategy of perpetual war with setting enemy.
It is not only shame of American who oath truth,but is unprecedented outrageous suffer of
many many innocent Muslim nation people.This is unprecedented lawless in mankind
history.A death of truth(lawless)would cause our order extinction before long.God is justice,
truth and brotherhood,while they are injustice,lie and hate in the upside down world.
⑵The Truth of 3/11 Earthquake Weapon Attack in Tohoku Fukushima Japan.
Both 1995 and 2011 big earthquake are time of reforrmist government of Japan Socialist
party and Democrats one.US warmonger has been with LDP the puppet government for
long after the war and hated reformists in Japan.3 special bomb were set in sea floor to
synthesize Tsunami wave attack against Tohoku and Fukushima coasts(aircraft carrier
Ronald Reagan).They hated also TEPCO the biggest power company in Fukushima.
Fukushima NPP was destroyed substantially not by weak Tsunami,but by special strong
bomb secretly set by someone enemy toward reactor destroying.

This(also Haiti in 2010)is extremely insidious war caused by US navy both without war
declaration and termination.Note ,therefore, now Japan and USA are silent,but substantial
wartime relation !.However President Obama at that time may have not been related in
ordering the strike.But someone of the top deep state may have planed and ordered the
strike.This serious fact must be disclosed to make war ending transaction by both
government.
☞:Also invasion war to Middle East Nations by USA after 9/11 is also unprecedented war
criminal of USA,of which fact must be disclosed and judged in international war court.

3/11 was Japan’s 9/11.its all documented folks.
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/07/05/311-was-japans-911-its-all-documented-folks/?utm_sourc
e=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+pakalert+%28Pak+Alert+Press%29

FUKUSHIMA 3/11 TRUTH
https://311truth.wordpress.Com/

Japan's 3/11/11 Mega 9.1 Earthquake: Another Illuminati Production?
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/japanquakemanufactured12mar11.shtml

Natural quakes tend to show a GRADUAL build up of slippage that works up to a maximum
displacement, while artificially created quakes typically shows a SUDDEN spike to
maximum or near maximum displacement.

More Evidence – Fukushima Earthquake and Tsunami Was Nuclear Terror
Attack Against Japan
http://beforeitsnews.com/japan-earthquake/2012/06/more-evidence-fukushima-earthquake-and-tsunami-w
as-nuclear-terror-attack-against-japan-2232035.html

Obama Implicated in Nuclear and Tsunami Terrorist Attack Againt Japan
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2013/03/25/obama-implicated-in-nuclear-and-tsunami-terrorist-attack-against-japan/

Archive for the '3/11 Fukushima HAARP And Nuclear Attack' Category
http://truth11.com/category/311-fukushima-haarp-and-nuclear-attack/

The 2011 Japan's Earthquake and Tsunami
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_japanearthquake.htm

Nuclear terrorism can cause another Fukushima: expert
http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/06/23/us-nuclear-security-idUSTRE75M1SU20110623

⑶Japan military is completely ruledd by that of US.They are not friend,but enemy. It is awful
and outrageous shame,but fact in the upside down world !!. Why had they become too
crooked ?,The constitution forbidden military force !!,Note Japan emperor is the utmost
war-criminal family,while the constitution sat them king.

⒜Boeing 747 crash at Osutaka-yama in 1985/8/12
They hitted tail wig by missile and 520 passenger were lost.Note time 8/12 is 3days before
8/15(the war ended day in Japan).At this season,most of mass media held war memorial
program which condemned reckless war making.Then those program disappeared.
They wish fascism nation ruled by police and military force.
http://www.airliners.net/forum/viewtopic.php?t=346003
http://blog.goo.ne.jp/adoi/e/db981bc5d878822ac20bf865a924a724
https://plaza.rakuten.co.jp/topsecretx/diary/200802210000/
⒝Man made earthquake by pouring water in military drilling base land(Kumamoto 2016).
It is not ordinal temporal earthquake,but small chronic as almost half years long.
http://www.777true.ne/the-convergence-to-genuine_J48-Water-Injection-Earthquke-the-Mechanism.pdf

Recently I had noticed correlation between Tohoku-Fukushima and Kumamoto,where two bio
scientists found nobel bio tech on stem cells.This could become big pharmacy business.

http://www.stemcells.med.tohoku.ac.jp/english/index.html
http://srv02.medic.kumamoto-u.ac.jp/dept/devneuro/en/index.html

[３]:Authors Testimony.
⑴Author was once electric engineer(1971～76)in (Yokogawa)Hewlett Packard in Japan.
The corporate owner were anti-communism Republican who once? hated him.Certainly
he was friendly with communists in the CO,however was he really communist ?!,
At that time,he encountered many insidious illegal attacks(the beginning of lawless).
⑵At that time,American establishment hated Prime minister Kakuei.Tanaka due to his
unconscious independency will ignoring American intention for Japan,and he arrested
in Lockheed scandal by Japan prosecutor special team(sub of JUC)at 1996/7/27(authors
birthday).It is an indication of America’s strong will not to liberate Japan from slave.
http://www.777true.net/slavejapan.pdf
⑶After retiring HP,he were changing jobs frequently for 10 years long.Then he encountered
crime to be injured(but no arresting=2nd lawless life since this 1984)
⑷Lawless in medicare(ear,dental,..............).These were sued,but not judged.
⑸At that injured time,he began physics research to encounter important finding(1986~90).
http://www.777true.net/img007-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Stochastic-Mechanics.pdf
Famous Schrodinger equation must be revised to Suzuki one in real time evolution.
Huum,this is terribly inconvenient for those who hate him(lawless ban on publication)

⑹He also completed the supreme unified theory of elementary particle in 1993-5.
Essentially this is not his work,but A.Einstein,R.Utiyama,L.D.Faddeev &V.N.Popov. Gravity and
accelerated coordinate is equivalent(Einstein1916),which was described in math form. as unified
theory(Utiyama1956).Those becomes elementary particle theory by Quntization(Faddeev &
Popov1967).Author fixed their 1 error to verify physical reality(1993~5).

http://www.777true.net/img008-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Gravitational-Dynamics.pdf
In 1993/10,US congress declared abortion SSC elementary particle experiment facility in
Texas,The total cost was told 12bilion$.He claimed copy right to compensate,but nothing
reply.This is terribly inconvenient for those who hate him(lawless ban on publication ).
As the consequence,they operated financial blockade toward almost huger(1995~2003).
At last,they decided to pay social welfare by 800$/month not to kill,but live without free.
It is life with rare old dirty home and without wife and children.
⑺Fraud Japanese physicists were sued,but prosecutor rejected at 2017/7/26(lawless).
⑻Those science finding had caused more lawless life since 1986～2017.
Especially starting website(social critique)accelerated more attacks.medical torture
interfering stable sleeping,and calm working environment, stealing tools and documents.
⑼In 1995/7,he encountered stun gun attack causing memory losing in person name domain
and sense of body balance(in short while).Gingo nut mended by certain degree.The
criminal was two,and one was stupidly face known person who escaped arrest(lawless)
⑽In 2006/11,he suddenly felt loosing body power to go hospital by taxi and had become
unconscious in doctor room(?).About 1 month,he was bed in hospital and told meningitis.
However the actual symptom did not agree with the diagnosis. After all,this had caused
him to turn research on B wave generator(energy creation).
⑾Hard Disk and USB memory destroying(2016,17).
Effective works of author was almost web uploaded.However there were many data which
were utilized to make the webpages.Those data were lost,however he could not correctly
count up the data.Paper documentation might be necessary.
⑿Stealing Paper Documentations on New Physics.
About in 1995,he wrote books manuscripts not in computer,but in so called word
processor(now in broken down without mending maker(SANYO Electric Co).
Those contents are introduction on new physics developed by author own,but not
published in authorized academy magazines.However authors webpage disclosed almost
those.

⒀Malicious Interfering on Solar Generator and Solar Heater.
Authors intention is realizing 80%CO2 cut which is claiming in his website.However there
are crooked group who hate climate revolution(the warmonger with the oil emperor).
Especially battery has weakpoint which tend to decline in charge capacity performance.
For example,battery is easily broken by shorting outcrop terminals.
Solar heater is made by alminum foil surface which is easily broken.Fringe of heat
insulating front wind glass(gummed tape) is also weak point easily broken.
Authors movable tool in town and city is bicycle,which was once frequently broken.
⒁No money and no personal connection to blockade political connection..
As you know well,both are decisive in life making. Note the Skull & Bones ideology is
People and nation are those who should be exploited.
People and genius must be faithful hand and finger of monarchy.
So far authors survey,above mentioned fascism in Japan seems near complete due to
strong threats by commander and to weaken independency will of people in general.
Not only Japan,also in USA,this is possible< [１]⑸>.They say it people has become
sheeple.
[４]:How to Overturn Global NAZIS Ruling(the hate power) ?!!!.
⑴The Situation at Now=Global Fascism Ruling by Very Insidious Ways.
Both JUC in Japan and the Deep State in USA are ruling by NAZIS reincarnated.
Also South America and Europe with CIA operation Condor and Gradio may be the same.
So far author’s view,European must be person ability in technology and politics.However
they seem inferior than USA to be insipid especially in politics.They(France,UK, Germany,..)
had become follower of USA after 9/11 to make lawless false flag wars in Middle East.
After the war,European had become rather rich in public welfare nation,while also American
had become rich with tense hard work in strong competitive society in order to preserve
outstanding military nation.USSR was told to have been resolved due to breakdown of
military finance in keeping the cold war regime.Simply,but truly to tell,it is outstanding CIA
-military ruling(the hate power) by USA that had destroyed decent world order.
http://www.777true.net/The-Global-Ruling-Structure-2016_How-to-Engineering-toward-Acc
omplishing-Global-Stability.pdf
These today’s world situation was once predicted by Hitler the monster created by the
wealthiest hereditary elites(the wicked spirit in high place).
＊Hitler's Marvelous Predictions<Following is authors translation from Japanese>

Emerging new slave class of non-adult ensemble.
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#04

What feature will future society reveal !,Comrade gentlemen.Let's tell you.At first elite
aristocracy would appear by survival struggles.Then also appear "eternal non adult
group ",that is,new middle class,ignorant public,and new slaves who serve.And top on all of
them,new Aristocracy would have been established .Some special leading person would
be.Thus,by hegemony struggling,new regime would be established in inner and outer side
of nation.Also east region become giant experimental one,..........and then new European
social order would be implemented(Words told to Rauschning by Hitler) .
＊The Ghost of NAZIS.
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA6F_hc/_floorA6F_hc.html
⑵Awakening by The Stunning Crisis Recognition=Enemy is Unique and Only.
Now most of what you have been facing events in dairy life are faints for hiding actual WWⅢ
(the final survival game toward climate exterminating 5Billion people by the warmonger).
:Imminent Security Task due to the Faint Operation by the warmonger.
Almost Military or Violence Disputes are false flag caused by the warmonger.
⒜In Middle east and Europe,extremely brutal ISIS is complete puppet of the warmonger.
http://www.777true.net/Oil-and-Military-the-Deathperate-Industry-has-been-causing-the-world-desperate.pdf

⒝In Far east, North Korea’s threat is operated by the warmonger USA.
http://www.williamengdahl.com/englishNEO1Nov2016.php
⒞Their Purpose(operation EndGame the Final Survival Game):
Head of the warmonger is eugenicist who has been conspiring the Final Survival Game,not
by total nuclear war(it’s complete extermination not allowing survival due to strong global
contamination of long lasting radio activity),but by

(the climate extermination).

That is,those perpetual false flag regional wars and false flag terrors has been mere faint in
order to cause chaos in politics in many nations for not doing essential work(

),Thereby

their aim is entirely contraversial not wish complete win or defeat toward cease fire,but
perpetual and chronic war and terror keeping evil regime(police & military ruling with media).
http://www.777true.net/Imminent-Task-of-Us-All-to-Make-Global-Unite.pdf
:Imminent Dairy Economy Task in the Global Capitalism Regime.
They has been too busy in business to ignore

and to be deceived in

.

⒜It is dairy your business and false flag war-terror that has been deceiving you not to notice
coming hell of global climate exterminating plotted by the warmonger.Because unless
your business,you could not save foods and home in today and tomorrow.Then it is the
business that needs desperate keeping massive oil consuming regime at now.

⒝Thereby you could understand that it’s the regime now causing you toward climate hell.
⒞It is nothing,but declaring global climate wartime to transit altogether ,that could settle.
In the wartime regime transition,peoples life is fundamentally assured by nation policy.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

: Ignored,but substantial most Imminent Security and Economy Task.
Climate collapse now heading global mass extinction is not likely credible,but substantial
WW

operated by the warmonger.The evidences are as follows.

http://www.777true.net/Nothing-Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-Research-is-Betrayal-against-Humanity.pdf

⒜It is the oil merchant(Rockefeller)who has been interfering UN climate consultant IPCC
not to disclose publicly deadly climate fact(AB) now heading global extinction.
A:Urgent Arctic Cooling Engineering to stop Methane Extinction by ice lid vanishing.
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
B:Urgent 80%CO2cut to recover stable global temperature by implementing new energy.
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf
⒝Above mentioned policy never be disclosed in UN Paris Agreement(2015).
Because AB needs radical global regime transition,for which they hate.
Maybe global politicians would fail in actual salvation,who never refer to
Arctic Methane Catastrophe Risk the most imminent risk at now world. Thereby urgent
real deadly climate fact diagnosis by climate scientist is the highest priority.
Only stunning shocking clinic could change mind of people.
Climate must be compulsory education with fact text in all the nation.
⒞Possible Alternative Method.
This is supreme problem of do or die for everyone !!!,If nothing would be done,you never fail
to go into whole hell without soul salvation,Because it is you who had destroyed the creation
by God.If something necessary would be done,you never fail to go near hell,but toward glory
exodus in decades long.
Start from intimate small group(co-recognition for own destiny) toward global unite.
https://www.ecowatch.com/4-things-we-need-to-do-to-win-the-climate-fight-1881958202.html
http://www.777true.net/The-Broken-Paris-Accord-is-Final-Chance-to-Transit.pdf
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/How-to-Accomplish-Global-Climate-Action-toward-Effective-Fixing.pdf

http://grist.org/politics/climate-movement-trump-strategy/

APPENDIX1:Ensemble Synchronized Crooked American Elites with the Ruler.
Now America had become awful upside down nation causing global destabilization.
Being upside down is sign of anti-God(justice,truth,and brotherhood).
It must be turned to accomplish not upside down America.
http://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2017/08/17/house-divided-cannot-stand/
The liberal/progressive/left are enjoying their drunkfest of denunciation. I can’t say I have
ever witnessed anything like it. These are the people who sat on their hands for 16 years
while Washington destroyed in whole or part seven countries. Not being satisfied with this
level of warmongering and crimes against humanity, Washington orchestrated a conflict
situation with Russia.
NK threat declaring by missile attack on Guam coast ,Charlottesville with Barcelona
(ISIS) the hate crimes had caused global attention toward accusing USA presidency at now.
As such ways,the world could not be saved,because governments in the world has been
being busy only for such perpetual destabilized security events.Most of those(NK-ISIS)are
all evil intentional operated by the warmonger USA(the establishment with the Emperor
ruling). Since 9/11 in 2001,the world has been being destabilized in such ways for 16 years
long.Then the world could not have disclosed the deadly deception of ISIS and NK.
If such destabilizing would have been prolonged for coming 10 years long(2027),
what would have happened on the world at then?!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.
American elites must be awaken for own’s having become upside down !!
However there is strong enough seeds to turn the upside down America where rights and
lefts are splitted.It is entirely up to so called established elites the upside down at now.
APPENDIX2:It’s climate that is really supremacism causing global extermination.
Both left and right in USA will not concern with actual climate(Arctic Methane Risk !!).
Crooked climate fact has been entirely due to EXXON -MOBIL(the Emperor).There is
none,but they who is actually supremacist operating climate global exterminating.
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Methane-Extinction-is-Revealed-to-be-Operation-EndGame.pdf

Also note climate collapse is originally failure of the civilization which was developed by the
supremacists and also by us.

